How-to

Just Wing It

With the advent of FPV technology, it was only a matter of time before groups of people started getting together to race their aircraft around a racetrack. Although FPV fixed-wing racing has been around since 2012, the popularity of quadcopter racing has brought the spotlight onto fixed-wing racers.

Technical

Heli Charging Challenge

If you do much park flyer-size helicopter flying, you'll accumulate a variety of batteries and connectors. Read more to learn how you can avoid this issue with a little research and careful buying!

Our community

I Am the AMA: Joshua Bardwell

The FPV Know-It-All creator talks with Model Aviation's Jay Smith and Matt Ruddick to share how he got involved with model aviation, who has influenced him, and more.

For members

Club Promotion Tools

Each year brings a new flying season, and renewed opportunities for clubs to increase their membership and strengthen their community relationships. Various activities provide the tools clubs can use to promote themselves and gain members.

New products

Horizon Hobby Blade mCP S RTF

With the advancement of AS3X and a panic mode, the Blade mCP S suddenly becomes a cut above the original.